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Today’s organizations require agility and 
innovation to deliver seamless digital 
experiences—anytime, anywhere. In response, 
customer, employee and supplier ecosystems 
have become more complex, connected 
and open. At the same time, cyber risks and 
threats are growing in velocity and complexity. 

To address these challenges, enterprises 
need a balanced and proactive cybersecurity 
approach. This includes managing human 
and non-human digital identities and 
access, protecting both information and 
operational technologies, securing multi-
cloud environments, safeguarding automation 
and artificial intelligence workloads, and 
complying with increasing regulations. 

How can you protect 
the business without 
inhibiting  innovation 
and pace?
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Securing today’s digital realities
Of nearly 1,700 business and IT executive interviewed 
for the 2021 CGI Voice of Our Clients.

Cybersecurity 
is the most frequently mentioned business priority.

64%
say securing cloud platforms is a key cybersecurity 
priority for their organization; 78% say their 
organization uses some form of cloud. 

20%
are currently implementing or have completed 
algorithmic automation (driven by advanced 
analytics, including machine learning) 
implementations.

25%
say they do not know whether they have 
mechanisms in place to locate where key data 
assets are processed and stored.

Source: 2021 CGI Voice of Our Clients 

Enterprises are continuously 
evolving to deliver value 
to customers, citizens, 
employees and shareholders 
at pace in response to fast-
changing needs. 
New technologies, data sources and connections 

are enabling this evolution, including multi-cloud 

environments, edge computing, automation, artificial 

intelligence (AI), Internet of Things, 5G, micro-services, 

devices, and application programming interfaces (APIs). 

However, cyber threat actors are harnessing these same 

advances to create an increasingly sophisticated and 

dynamic risk landscape. The cybersecurity arms race is 

escalating.

Enterprises also are expanding their supplier 
ecosystems and customer bases. Many are involved in 
mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and reorganizations, 
and have increasingly hybrid workforces (human and 
non-human) operating from almost anywhere.

At the same time, greater volumes and types of data 
can be accessed more easily (e.g., via the cloud and 
edge computing). Enterprises are making phenomenal 
progress in using this data to “train” AI solutions, 
automate decisions, control robots and co-bots, and 
optimize human experiences. Stricter data protection 
and privacy regulations are increasing across 
the globe. Non-compliance or a breach can have 
devastating reputational and financial effects.

As data and technologies become more widely 
distributed and connected, trusted physical security 
perimeters are disappearing, and enterprises are 
transitioning to alternative security models. In addition, 
the “as a service” trend is forcing organizations to 
change how they purchase, operate, monitor, control 
and decommission IT.
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Achieving a balanced, 
proactive, insights-led 
approach 
With 45 years of experience in securing critical business systems across a range of industries 

globally, our cybersecurity approach for today’s modern work environments has been tested 

and proven. Thanks to this experience, we bring accelerators in the form of maturity models, 

reference architectures, technical know-how, cross-domain expertise, risk management 

methods, and client lessons learned to accelerate and empower your business. 

By staying abreast of rapidly changing technologies, ecosystems and threats, our consultants 

work closely with you to understand your environment and needs. We help you to achieve 

the right balance between business agility and effective deterrence, defense, detection and 

response capabilities. Overall, we collaborate with you to achieve the following:

• Innovate and collaborate at pace: By using a balanced and proven approach to security 

in a digital world, we help you focus more on innovation and collaboration to drive business 

performance, agility and value. 

• Reduce risk exposure and effectively manage risk: An insights-led approach to risk 

management uses rich data to identify and manage risks holistically across the enterprise in 

near real time, allowing for proactive and comprehensive risk mitigation and fast response to 

threats. 

• Improve regulatory compliance: Securing your operations in the digital world with the 

right approach also ensures you demonstrably meet increasingly stringent regulatory 

requirements. For example, when you enter a new market, you can be confident of your 

compliance with local data privacy regulations.

With CGI’s Cybersecurity Advisory Services and Accelerators, you can 
increase agility and innovation while ensuring holistic management of 
cyber risks. We work with you to assess, design and build what it takes to 
operate confidently and transform at pace.
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What success looks like
• Confidently focus on growth: When thinking about your organization’s 

growth priorities, your CEO is confident that cyber threats and risks will not 

impede progress.

• Secure digital innovations: When your organization launches an innovation 

or digital initiative, you are confident it will advance and deliver results—

securely and at pace, with end-to-end security considerations integrated 

from Day 1.

• Seamless experiences: Your customers and employees enjoy seamless 

experiences that result from collaboration with your ecosystem partners (via 

multi-cloud environments, automation and hybrid workforces), without fear 

of disruption from cyber-attacks.

• Proactive stance and crisis preparedness: You have a team that 

proactively monitors threats and resolves incidents, without risk of financial 

or reputational impacts, and, if crises occur, you are prepared and know 

how to respond quickly and appropriately.

• Trusted identities and context-based access: Be it employees, 

customers, suppliers, or even software robots or IoT devices, you’re certain 

that they have access to the right assets and information at the right time, 

for the right reason. 
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CGI’s Cybersecurity Advisory Services 

Building a framework to ensure 
that cybersecurity and privacy 
are baked into design and not 

bolted on

Cybersecurity and 
Privacy by Design 

Framework Providing strategic advice for 
managing human and silicon 
identities, including strategy 

development, operating 
model design, and external 

IAM advisory 

Digital IAM 
Advisory

Helping you to better 
integrate cloud services and 

empowering you to use
accelerators

Secure Multi-Cloud 
Operations Advisory

Helping you to assess your 
current state of capability and 

visibility, and prioritize practical 
recommendations for achieving 

the optimal end state 
of secure operations

Digital Security 
Operations 

Modernization 
Advisory

Helping you manage risks 
effectively and in a 

balanced way, while 
ensuring you continue to 

deliver business 
outcomes 
at pace

Digital Risk 
Management Advisory

Helping you design a 
security service center that 

accesses new skills in a 
flexible way, retains critical 
knowledge, and leverages 

automation to enable 
resilience

Security Service 
Center Design 

Designing a target security 
operating model by assessing your 
as-is, identifying weaknesses and 

gaps, and designing the new 
model, including processes 

and governance

Security Operating 
Model Design

Helping you secure 
automation initiatives by 

assessing their automation 
maturity and using our 

reference model for 
recommending measures

Secure Automation 
Advisory 
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Easier access to development platforms means that more development is happening outside of the IT department (e.g., citizen developers and shadow IT). Enterprises increasingly 

seek greater connectivity and interoperability of the systems and services within their supply chains to improve efficiency, collaboration and the user experience. Data and privacy 

regulations and breaches have increasingly expensive consequences. All of these factors reinforce the fact that embedding cybersecurity and privacy into every project is much 

more efficient and effective than managing it as an afterthought. Security and privacy teams should establish standard, ready-to-use solutions for all IT and business projects. Our 

experts can assist you in building frameworks to achieve this level of readiness and reuse. After a thorough analysis of your current landscape, we recommend specific measures 

to fill gaps, including tooling advice and support. 

Increasingly, digital organizations require flexible access to new skills, retention of critical knowledge, and automation to ensure business continuity and resilience. We can work 

with you to design a security service center that meets modern needs, standardizes practices, and delivers the right level of expertise. We start by gaining an understanding of the 

services required, and then build a service catalog, design how to engage the service center, and establish a continuous improvement process.

Hybrid, multi-cloud environments are becoming the new normal, creating complex security environments. Our experts can advise you on how to integrate cloud services securely 

into your IT landscape. We start with a maturity and risk exposure assessment and then design a blueprint for building an operating model that secures your operations in a hybrid 

world. We accelerate this process by bringing pre-defined controls for Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud, as well as a maturity model and reference 

architecture.

Cybersecurity and Privacy by Design Framework

Security Service Center Design 

Secure Multi-Cloud Operations Advisory04

Security Target Operating Model Design 
When you initiate digital initiatives, new organizational structures, or mergers, acquisitions or divestitures, or carve-outs, your security target operating model (TOM) must be 

adapted to ensure all processes and infrastructures reflect these changes. Our experts work with you to design and implement your TOM by assessing your as-is state, identifying 

weaknesses and gaps, designing a new model (including processes and governance), and gaining approval and acceptance. We use proven templates and best practices to 

accelerate the process.

03
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We know that automation is a key enabler of cost and operational efficiencies, as well as an improved customer experience. Many enterprises seek to automate tasks and use 

artificial intelligence to drive that automation, and we can help you do this securely. Through this advisory service, we assess your automation maturity, including security aspects, 

using our maturity model. We also assess pain points, identify data privacy issues in processes (e.g., security calls in HR processes), and catalog your target systems. 

The digital world comes with new risks—from evolved threats, to interconnected systems and technologies, to hybrid and perimeter-less work and IT environments, to complex 

data and privacy regulations. This requires much more dynamic, fluid and continuous risk management, crisis preparedness and rapid response. Our experts can help you manage 

your risks effectively, while ensuring you continue to deliver business outcomes at pace. Our services include integrated risk management programs, dynamic visualization of 

enterprise risks, privacy and compliance assessments, supply chain resiliency and risk management, cybersecurity crisis preparedness, and crisis response support. 

Secure Automation Advisory 

Digital Risk Management Advisory 
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Digital Identity and Access Management (IAM) Advisory   
The variety, volume and velocity of both human and non-human (or silicon) identities (e.g., Internet of Things sensors, devices, software, artificial intelligence, micro services, 

and application programming interfaces) and their access needs are increasing dramatically. With our Digital IAM Advisory Services, you can achieve agility and innovation while 

keeping digital identities and their access to critical systems and data both secure and frictionless. Our services range from identity governance and administration (IGA) strategy 

and roadmap development, to specific IGA advisory services for the new classes of silicon and external identities, to IAM operating model design, to IAM federation and integration 

across your enterprise and ecosystems. 

Security operations approaches of the last decade or even the last five years (e.g., pre-cloud, pre-smartphone, pre-artificial intelligence (AI), pre-bots, pre-Internet of Things/

operational technology) no longer are viable. Today’s digital demands require a fundamental change in security operations, whether evolutionary or transformative. Through our 

advisory services, we assess your current state of capabilities across tooling, processes and talent. This includes evaluating your environment scope, data sources, connectivity, 

logging and event streams, deep analytics and AI, incident processing, threat intelligence, orchestration and automation, hunt capabilities, and designs. We report our findings and 

jointly develop a modernization strategy and roadmap with prioritized practical initiatives (e.g., re-platforming, mentoring and upskilling/training). We also offer a hybrid “own vs. 

buy” advisory service and assist you in developing the supporting strategic business case.

Digital Security Operations Modernization Advisory
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Case in point

Defining a cybersecurity 
strategy statement for 
digital transformation
The Government of New Brunswick was embarking 

on a major digital transformation initiative (Digital New 

Brunswick) that had significant public and political 

visibility. It was very important for the client to portray a 

vision that was dynamic, easily understood and created 

citizen trust. 

The client asked CGI to create a public-facing strategy 

statement that met this requirement.

CGI worked directly with senior management 

representatives, including the province’s Chief Information 

Officer. CGI created a cybersecurity strategy statement 

that directly supported the client’s digital vision for the 

future in clear, concise terms that all stakeholders could 

understand. It described how the Province would achieve 

its vision through a balanced security approach, while still 

allowing for innovation, growth and the use of important 

emerging technologies to benefit government, industry 

and the public—now and in the future.
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Case in point

Moving to the cloud 
securely and reliably
When a large aerospace and defense company sought 

to implement its public cloud migration strategy, data 

security and service reliability were of critical importance. 

Based on our significant experience in third-party vendor 

management, as well as managing cloud environments 

and their related risks, the client engaged us to assist 

in negotiating the security management aspects of its 

public cloud contracts. 

This included developing a standard security annex 

and contract clauses, analyzing cloud provider security 

practices, conducting negotiation workshops, and 

providing a residual risk assessment. For the tailored 

security annex, we defined criteria for selecting applicable 

security requirements based on service type and 

identified process improvements. 

In addition to completing negotiations, the client now has 

a standard set of requirements and documented process 

to support future procurements that includes early 

involvement of the security team. 
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Our advice comes from years of 
delivery experienceWe provide end-to-end 

security services—from 
strategic cybersecurity 
consulting, to solution 
design, development 
and implementation, to 
24/7 global operational 
protection for complex 
business and government 
domains, including critical 
infrastructure on land, 
sea, air and space, and 
for national defense and 
intelligence systems. 

• We secure entire digital societies.

• Our advisory services are complementary to, and often draw from, our implementations and operational 

service. 

• Our 1,700+ experienced and credentialed security specialists combine their proficiency in best-of-breed 

tooling and industry-recognized concepts with our unique business accelerators to deliver relevant advice 

to fit your unique needs.

• We practice what we preach, investing in privacy and security by design internally.

• We are vendor neutral, outcome-based and fiercely client committed. 

From this global client experience across industries, we offer clients the following 

advantages and more: 
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We know that without the right cybersecurity and privacy protections, you 

face evolving risks and obstacles to innovating and collaborating effectively. 

Therefore, our goal is simple. We want to help you operate and transform at 

pace and with confidence—today and into the future. 

We stand ready to help you secure your digital 
operations.
Contact us at info@cgi.com or learn more at cgi.com/cybersecurity

https://www.cgi.com/en/cybersecurity


About CGI

Insights you can act on

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and business consulting 

services firms in the world. We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to 

help accelerate returns on your investments. Across 21 industry sectors in 

400 locations worldwide, our 77,000 professionals provide comprehensive, 

scalable and sustainable IT and business consulting services that are 

informed globally and delivered locally. For more information 

Visit cgi.com

Email us at info@cgi.com 

https://www.cgi.com/en

